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Abstract—Skills are the common ground between employers, job seekers, 
and educational institutions which can be analyzed with the help of artificial 
intelligence (AI), specifically natural language processing (NLP) techniques. In 
this paper we explore a state-of-the-art pipeline that extracts, vectorizes, clusters, 
and compares skills to provide recommendations for all three players—thereby 
bridging the gap between employers, job seekers, and educational institutions. 
As companies hiring data scientists report that it is increasingly difficult to find a 
so-called “unicorn data scientist” [1], we conduct our experiments and analysis 
using companies’ job postings for a data scientist position, job seekers’ CVs for 
that position, and a curriculum from a master’s program in data science. However, 
our investigated methods and our final recommendation system can be applied 
to other job positions as well. Our best system combines Sentence-BERT [2], 
UMAP [3], DBSCAN [4], and K-means clustering [5]. To also evaluate feedback 
from potential users, we conducted a survey, in which the majority of employers’, 
job seekers’, and educational institutions’ representatives state that, with the help 
of our automatic recommendations, processes related to skills are more effective, 
faster, fairer, more explainable, more autonomous, and more supported.

Keywords—AI in education, recommender system, recommendation system, 
up-skilling, natural language processing

1 Introduction

Access to education is one of people’s most important assets and ensuring inclusive 
and equitable quality education is goal 4 of United Nations’ Sustainable Development 
Goals [6]. This goal should not only refer to general education in the private 
environment, but also to specific education in the professional environment. If people 
have the right education for the professional environment, they have a better chance to 
get jobs that allow them to have a good life. Unfortunately, there are often still gaps 
between the skills that are needed in the job market, the skills that job seekers have and 
the skills that are taught in educational institutions [7].
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To solve this problem, all three players—employers, job seekers, and educational 
institutions—need to be aligned. Since today’s natural language processing (NLP) 
methods are good at extracting information from text, there are already NLP 
approaches to extract either text data from job seekers’ CVs, employers’ job postings or 
educational institutions’ learning curricula and give recommendations to one of these 
players. However, this way employers, job seekers and educational institutions usually 
use AI in isolation from one another. For example, [8] present a Word2Vec-based [9] 
recommendation system that informs employers how well job seekers’ CVs fit job 
postings. LinkedIn has a system that recommends jobs to job seekers based on their 
CVs [10]. [11] investigate how AI-based recommendations help job seekers find study 
programs based on their personal profile. [12] use a combination of knowledge graph 
and BERT for finding suitable candidates in a corpus of CVs.

Connecting and supporting each of these three players—employers, job seekers1, 
and educational institutions—will provide the most value as demonstrated in Figure 1:  
(1) Employers want to automatically check which of their required skills are covered by 
applicants’ CVs (Find and Select) and know which courses their employees can take to 
acquire missing skills (Upskill Workforce). (2) Job seekers want to know which skills 
from job postings are missing in their CV (Fit to Demand) and which study programs 
they can take to acquire missing skills (Find Program). (3) In addition, educational 
institutions want to make sure that skills required in job postings are covered in their 
curricula (Fit to Demand) and they want to recommend study programs (Advise).

Fig. 1. Connecting and supporting employers, job seekers, and educational institutions

Since skills are the common ground between these three players which can be 
analyzed with the help of AI, we investigate several NLP techniques to extract, vectorize, 
cluster and compare skills. Then we combine the optimal methods in a pipeline, which 
serves as the basis for our online service Skill Scanner2 that outputs statistics and 
recommendations for all three players. Our goal was to help employers, job seekers, 

1 The term “job seeker” refers to current applicants and individuals who wish to advance 
towards a position.

2 https://github.com/KoenBothmer/SkillScanner
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and educational institutions adapt to the job market’s needs. Consequently, we used job 
postings, which represent the job market’s needs as reference. Our recommendation 
system determines which skills in the job postings are covered and which skills are 
missing. These representative skills, which we draw from a large set of job postings, 
are referred to as “market skills” in this paper.

As companies’ hiring data scientists find that it is difficult to find a so-called “unicorn 
data scientist” [1], we conducted our experiments and analysis using companies’ job 
postings for a data scientist position, job seekers’ CVs for that position, and a curriculum 
from a master’s program in data science. However, our investigated methods and our 
final recommendation system can be applied to other job positions as well.

In the next section, we will present the latest approaches of recommendation 
systems for employers, job seekers, and educational institutions as well as techniques 
for clustering and comparing text data. Section 3 describes our experiments to extract, 
vectorize, cluster and compare skills. We conclude our work in Section 4 and suggest 
further steps.

2 Related work

Automatically ranking CVs is a valuable tool for employers. For example, 
[12] rank candidates for a job based on semantic matching of skills from LinkedIn 
profiles and skills from their job description, relying on a taxonomy of skills. Recent 
advancements in NLP offer opportunities to improve these methods: Particularly 
word embeddings—i.e., vector representations of words in a semantic vector space— 
are able to deal with similar words and synonyms since in this representation word 
embeddings of words with similar context are nearby in vector space. [8] use word 
embeddings from Word2Vec [13] to match CVs to jobs. [11] combine a knowledge 
graph and BERT for finding suitable candidates in a corpus of CVs. First, BERT is 
used for named entity recognition which labels the CV’s keywords with classes. Then 
the knowledge graph is used to deal with the keywords’ relationships, association, and 
aggregation.

Our best system also works with embeddings—however, with sentence embeddings— 
to vectorize the skills. In addition, we use a cluster approach to find synonymous skills 
in job postings and CVs. The benefit of our clustering approach is that we do not rely  
on an additional language-dependent and manually created component like a  
knowledge graph.

Recommendation systems for job seekers have been investigated by [14,15,16]. As 
in the systems for employers, text data from social media profiles such as LinkedIn 
or Facebook is usually processed [9,17]. Researchers at LinkedIn [18] have built a 
taxonomy of 35k standardized skills and use semantic matching to measure the 
similarity in job descriptions and job seekers’ profiles.

Our technique is similar to [23], but instead of a taxonomy, we use a clustering 
approach. The benefit is that our model can pick up new skills without the need to 
update a taxonomy.

[10] give a systematic review of recent publications on course recommendation. 
Most related work focuses on recommending courses to potential students. They report 
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a growing popularity of data mining techniques in those systems. To cope with the 
challenges of different levels of abstraction and synonyms in the course materials 
and students’ documents, they first cluster the content, which they can then compare. 
K-means is usually used for clustering. To help employers recommend appropriate 
courses for their employees, [19] suggest a framework called “Demand-aware 
Collaborative Bayesian Variational Network (DCBVN)”.

Compared to the related work, we propose courses for students and employees 
based on k-means clustering extended with additional steps to detect outliers in the 
clusters. While the job market is not considered in the recommendation process of other 
approaches, we use information from employers’ job postings—denoted as market skills 
in this paper—as valuable information. We believe that this feature helps educational 
institutions design study programs that better prepare their students for the job market.

3 NLP to extract, vectorize, cluster and compare skills

While in [20], we only briefly explained our NLP pipeline for extracting, vectorizing, 
clustering, and comparing skills, in this paper, we will further elaborate on the technical 
details. Our goal was to help employers, job seekers, and educational institutions adapt 
to the market skills. Our recommendation system Skill Scanner determines which 
skills in the job postings are covered and which skills are missing. In this section, we 
will describe our NLP pipeline to process the skills.

3.1 A pipeline to extract, vectorize, cluster and compare skills

For a certain job position, (1) Skill Scanner takes a CV, a job posting or a learning 
curriculum as input, (2) extracts the skills of the provided document, (3) compares the 
document’s extracted skills to a skill set which represents the job market’s needs (market 
skills), and (4) returns information of which market skills are covered or missing in the 
provided document compared to the job market’s needs [8].

To be able to compare the skills in the provided document to the market skills, we 
need to cope with the challenges of different levels of abstraction and synonyms among 
the skills in the uploaded document and the market skills. Consequently, we apply the 
following 4 steps when we gather the market skills and when we upload a document to 
be analyzed which are visualized in Figure 2:

1. Retrieving skill sets: Extract skill requirements.
2. Pre-processing skill sets: Map skill requirements to a semantic vector space.
3. Removing outliers: Remove outliers from skill requirements.
4. Clustering skill sets: Cluster skill requirements to cope with the challenges of differ-

ent levels of abstraction and synonyms.
5. Skill Scanner: Provide a user interface, compute intersections among the skill sets 

of employers, job seekers, and educational institutions in relationship to the market 
skills and visualize recommendations.
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Fig. 2. Pipeline to extract, vectorize, cluster, and compare skills

3.2 Retrieving skills

Whereas the job market is not considered in other approaches—especially not in the 
recommendation systems for educational institutions [7]—we use information from 
employers’ job postings as valuable information. We believe that this feature helps 
educational institutions design study programs that better prepare their students for 
the job market. To retrieve job postings, we developed a web scraper based on the 
BeautifulSoup package [21].

Fig. 3. Required skills in a job posting of a data scientist position

Figure 3 demonstrates the tendency of employers to express their skill requirements 
in bullet points. We use this tendency to extract skills from job postings by first 
extracting all bullet points. Since at that step we naively appoint all bullet points as skill 
requirements, we analyzed methods to deal with outliers that are not skill requirements 
as described in Section 3.4.

With our web scraper, we retrieved 21.5k bullet points in 2,633 job postings to build 
a set of representative skills for the position of a data scientist in English from Indeed.
com and Kaggle.com. In this work, we refer to this representative set of skills as the 
market skills.

3.3 Vectorizing skills

To compute distances between skills we mapped the skills to a semantic vector 
space. Like [8,11], we experimented with word embeddings to vectorize the skills. To 
represent the skills which usually consist of several words, we investigated stacking and 
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averaging the word embeddings in a skill after they were produced with Word2Vec [13] 
and GloVe [22]. In addition, we explored sentence embeddings. As Bidirectional 
Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [24] models are successful in 
NLP tasks, we also experimented with Sentence-BERT [2], a modification of the pre-
trained BERT transformers.

Sentence-BERT (44.2%) outperformed word embedding like GloVe (39.5%) by 
12% in Silhouette score [28] at the end of our pipeline.

3.4 Removing outliers

To remove outliers in the vectorized skills and allow our clustering techniques to 
perform better, we reduce the dimensionality of the semantic vector space created by 
Sentence-BERT. For that, we experimented with combinations of PCA [25], UMAP [3], 
and DBSCAN [4]. Using (1) UMAP to reduce the vectorized skills to two dimensions 
and (2) DBSCAN to remove outliers in the 2-dimensional space gave the best results.

As shown in Figure 4, DBSCAN finds clusters in dense areas and assigns a cluster 
ID to all points belonging to the same cluster. Outliers—i.e., in our case, clusters that 
do not represent skills or are not part of a dense area—are assigned the cluster ID −1. 
Let’s take a closer look at the two dots highlighted in the figure: The blue dot which 
belongs to cluster 0 represents “Strong SQL development skills”. The purple dot is one 
of the outliers which is distributed in the space and does not belong to a dense area. 
Therefore, it is categorized at cluster −1. It represents COVID-19 information and is no 
skill required on the job market. Sometimes, DBSCAN returns positive cluster IDs for 
dense areas containing only outliers. In those cases, we discarded them manually. Please 
refer to the interactive version of Figure 4 to gain insight in the content of each cluster3.
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Fig. 4. DBSCAN clustering of skills vectorized by Sentence-BERT and dim-reduced by UMAP

With those steps, we reduced the 21.5k potential skills retrieved with our web scraper 
to 18.8k skills.

3 https://storage.googleapis.com/public-hosting-paper/skill_model/umap_dbscan.html
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However, since the 2D vectors did not contain enough information for further analysis 
of the skill dataset, we applied another clustering to the original 768-dimensional 
vectors that remained after removing outliers in the 2-dimensional space.

3.5 Clustering skills

Similar to [19], we use a clustering approach to find synonymous skills in job 
postings, CVs, and learning curricula. But instead of a taxonomy, we use a clustering 
approach. The benefit is that our model can pick up new skills without the need to update 
a taxonomy. While hierarchical clustering approaches have not proven to be robust 
against outliers [26], K-means clustering has been successfully used in clustering word 
embeddings [27] and is adaptable and scalable [5]. Consequently, we used K-means to 
cluster our 768-dimensional vectors with the cosine distance as the distance metric. K 
was chosen as 31 with the highest Silhouette score of 44%.

Figure 5 shows the resulting skill clusters of the data scientist position marked 
in different colors after applying K-means. Please refer to the interactive version of  
Figure 5 to gain insight in the content of this cluster and the rest of the model4.
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Fig. 5. UMAP-projection of skills vectorized by Sentence-BERT and clustered by K-means

3.6 Skill Scanner: Comparison and analysis

After retrieving clusters and vectors representing the skill of each cluster, we perform 
mathematical operations to find covered and missing market skills. For example, 
Figure 6 shows a section of a report in Skill Scanner where overlaps between skills 
in job postings and learning curricula were calculated. There, using the visualizations, 
educational institutions are shown the importance of certain skills in data scientist 
profiles along with the lack of coverage of those skills in their curricula.

4 https://storage.googleapis.com/public-hosting-paper/skill_model/cluster_k31.html
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Fig. 6. Skill comparison and analysis between market skills and learning curricula

In case of a single provided job posting, the bars show exclusively the skills specified 
in this provided job posting. Otherwise, the bars show all market skills. In both cases, 
the skills are sorted by importance in the market skills which is represented by the bar 
lengths. Each skill is described by the 3 most frequent bigrams used in the market skills. 
The blue part in each bar demonstrates how well the skills in the provided learning 
curriculum match, whereas the red part shows how much is missing indicating the room 
for improvement. This representation of the skills with the bigrams, the coverage and 
the room for improvement is used consistently in all reports.

Technically, the bigrams at each bar on the y-axis are the most common bigrams 
that are located in a market skill cluster gained in step 4 Clustering skill sets of Skill 
Scanner’s pipeline (see Figure 2). How well a skill in the provided curriculum matches 
a skill in the job posting or in the market skills is determined by the distance of the 
skill’s vector specified in the curriculum to the centroid of the cluster.

Reports as in Figure 6 were shown to 108 representatives of our 3 players in a 
survey [29]. The majority finds that, with our system, processes related to skills are 
more effective, faster, fairer, more explainable, more autonomous and more supported. 
In total, 89% of all participants are not averse to apply our recommendation system. 
A total of 67% of job seekers said they would certainly use it.

4 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we have presented a state-of-the-art pipeline that extracts, vectorizes, 
clusters, and compares skills to provide recommendations for employers, job 
seekers and educational institutions. With the help of NLP techniques, our system 
processes skills which are the common ground between all 3 players. The job market 
dictates what job seekers should learn, and educational institutions should teach. 
Therefore, our system processes skills in job postings, CVs, and learning curricula and 
outputs recommendations for employers, job seekers, and educational institutions based 
on present and missing skills and their importance to employers. With our clustering 
approach, we do not have to update a taxonomy as skill requirements change. We 
provided detailed explanations of our clustering techniques together with screenshots 
and online access to our interactive scatter plots.

Future work may be to apply our pipeline to other job positions and expand it to other 
domains. Furthermore, as we used the pre-trained Sentence-BERT it may be analyzed if 
a fine-tuned Sentence-BERT leads to further improvement.
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